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I’ve spent the last two days going over my problem,  
going over my approach, finding new gaps in my proof, fixing them … 
wash, rinse, repeat.

It’s amazing that this vision of math  
as “getting to the right answer on your first try”  
even exists. 

I have to make, unmake, remake  
so many mistakes  
to get where I’m going.

I think all mathematicians work that way.

Math doesn’t happen in a straight line.  
If I hadn’t made as many mistakes  
in my thinking about this problem,  
I don’t think I would have solved it.

Somehow, a big part of the experience of math is trouble. 
Frustration is the status quo.

But when you get something — the thrill!

— Dan Finkel.

creator of the 

 Prime Climb board game
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The Case of the Mysterious 
Story Problem

by Sherlock Holmes

Question #1:
What Do You Know?

Back in my student days, I loved story problems. As a detective, I enjoy sifting out 
clues, uncovering hidden facts, solving the mystery. 

But what do you do when you come across a real stumper, when a problem has you 
stymied, and you feel like you’ll never be good at math?

You don’t have to bake a pie to understand fractions or jump off a cliff to learn 
about gravity. Use your imagination instead.

Ask the following four questions to kickstart your reasoning skills…

The first step in solving any problem is to visualize the story behind it. That can be 
hard, because the story is not something you can touch — it’s an idea. But ideas are 
real and important parts of our world.

Read the problem. Read it again. Close your eyes and see the story in your mind. 
Can you describe the situation in your own words? Now open your eyes and make a 
list of everything in the problem. What do you know?

Notice math vocabulary words like factor, multiple, area, or perimeter. What do 
you remember about those topics? 

Be careful not to scramble units. If one length is given in inches and another is 
given in yards, make them consistent. Try to express the facts in math symbols or 
using the visual algebra of a bar model diagram.

Question #2:
What Do You Want?

Before you can find a solution, you need to know clearly what it is you’re after. Describe 
the goal, what the problem is asking for. What will your answer look like? 

Notice important words like sum, product, next, or not. The small word “not” is 
especially easy to miss. Try to express the goal in math symbols or using the visual 
algebra of a bar model diagram.
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Or check out my Facebook discussion group, 
where you can ask questions, share articles 
about learning math, or tell us your favorite 
math games, books and resources. Let’s make 
math a playful family adventure! 

 — Denise Gaskins

facebook.com/groups/playfulfamilymath

PLAYFUL FAMILY MATH
J O I N  M Y  F R E E  N E W S L E T T E R

Would you like to receive my email series “Playful Math for Families”? Then you’ll want to sign 
up for our Tabletop Academy Press math email list.

When you join, I’ll send you an 8-week email course with playful math tips, activities, games, 
and book excerpts. Plus, I write a regular newsletter with new ideas for playing math with 
your kids. And you’ll be one of the first to hear about new math books, revisions, and sales 
or other promotions. 

tabletopacademy.net/mathnews


